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A theory of best approximation is developed in the normed linear space C(T, E), 
the space of E-valued bounded continuous functions on the locally compact 
Hausdorff space T, with the supremum norm. The approximating functions 
belong to the subspace CF(T, E) of C(T, E) consisting of those functions which 
have “limit at infinity” which lies in the subspace F of the normed linear space E. 
A distance formula is obtained, and a selection for the metric projection onto 
Cf(T, E) is constructed which has many desirable properties. The theory includes 
study of best approximation in In by the subspace cm, and closely parallels the 
known theory of best approximation by &f-ideals (although our subspace is 
not an M-ideal, in general). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The starting point for this paper was our discovery that the problem of 
best approximation in Lm by the subspace c,, has a very rich, detailed, and 
complete theory associated with it. Examples are, the simple distance formula 
for an element x E tE : d(x) = C/(X, CJ = 1 im, sup 1 x(?z)I ; and the function 
u. . tm --f c0 , defined by (GX)(~Z) = 0 if 1 x(lz)l < d(x) and (RX)(~) = [l - 
d(x)/] X(/Z)/] x(n) otherwise, which is a homogeneous, Lipschitz continuous, 
selection for the metric projection Pco, and which has the minimal norm 
property: // (JX II = min{ll y II : y E Pcox}. Given any x E EC\cO, c,, is the cone 
generated by Pco.x - Pcox (showing that Pcox is rather “fat”). 
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We t:ext observed that our results (and procfs) carried over :o the more 
general situation of best approximation in C(T, E)-the space of hounded 
contirluous E (a normed linear space)-valued functions x oil a locally compact 
Rausdorff’space T with the norm 11 s 1; = sup(ll x(t>lr : t E T;-by the subspace 
&(T, E) of those functions “vanishing at infinity” (precise defini:ions wiil be 
given below). Since C,(T, S) is an “M-ideal” in C(T, E) (Proposition 4.4). 
there is a substantial theory that is already known (cf. [7j and [5]). However, 
even where there is some overlap with the known results, u-e have obtained.: 
in general, stronger, more detailed results, whose proofs are more eiemen?ary. 
Finally: ;ve were able to extend all our results to the still more ge::erai 
set’iing of best approximation in C(T, E) by the subspace C,(1’; Ej of those 
ful;ctions which have “‘limit at infinity” in the slibspace i’= OF E. (Here 3:e 
assume that E is “uniformly convex with respect to F.“j Moreover, sinace 
C,(T: E) is EON an M-ideal in C(T. E) in general (Proposition 4.5j, the Jr”- 
ideal theory is of no help here. What is perhaps surpriskg then is that SC 
much of the theory, valid for M-ideals, carries over to this situation. 
For the remainder of the Introduction, we give the main defifiitiorrs ~I-x! 
notation TO be used, and summarize the results to be probed. 
Let 7 be a locally compact noncompact Hausdorff space and X the family 
oC its compact subsets, directed by inclusion. Let E be a normed linear space 
and F a complete (linear) subspace of E. Consider the space X = C(T’. E) of 
bounded continuous E-valued functions x on T, with the norm 11 .X I = slop 
(I,s(f)l : r E T!, and its closed linear subspace M = C,(T> E) of funcdo:ls s in 
X such that X(X) E lim,,, s(t) exists and belongs to F’. (iim,-, s(r> =: e 
means her (I s T : [ s(f) - e ‘1 3 ~1 E X for every E > 0.:) For any s in XPF 
let d(.Yl = if(Y. M) = inf(/ s - I’ 11 : )’ E kf 3 denote the distance from .Y tc~ M, 
and P.Y = &s = {I% E it:! : II s - 9: /! = d(s)) the (possibiy empty‘) set of best 
approximations in M to X. The set-valued mapping P = P,,! : A+ P in 
calied the metric pojectior? onto M. 
The computation of do as well as the construction of a selection u for P. 
il:voIve rhe notions of relative Chebyshev radius and _ reistive Chebvshev 
centers. If -4 is a bounded set in a normed Binear space I$ we denote 
r(y: ia) = sup{‘1 J‘ - u [I : a E A), 3’ E IT. For any subset G of Y- we define the 
reiafice Cheb?~she~~ nx!ius of A with respect to G to be ~~(-4) = inf{;‘1”( ~3~ A): 4’ E 5; : 
agd the set of Cheb)~shev centers for A in G to be Z&A) = {J’ E G : T(X, A‘; r=y 
I’JA)]. (H’hen il is a single point s, these notions reduce to the distance 
from s to G and the set of best approximations of s ii: C, i.e. F~(.Y) = LT’(.Y~ G) 
and Z&Y) = P=s.) 
if .F is 5 subspace of the normed space E, then it is easy to verify that Z,(A3 
is a closed convex subset of F, Z,@(A)) = Z,(A), and Z&4) = S-Z-~(A) 
for every scatar .A (where G(A) denotes the closed convex hul1 of A j. 
If F is a subspace of the normed space E, we say that E is W@%QUX~~ conre.~ 
lt~ith iwsp2ct to F iff whenever ,Y,, , yn are such that -I-,~ - bil EE 1; s, Ii z 
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11 J’.,~ Ij := 1 and 11 3(x, + yn)ll +- 1, it follows that x,, -- ~1,~ + 0. This is 
equivalent to the relative modulus of convexity 
being positive for every E > 0. In particular, this implies that F must itself be 
uniformly convex (in the ordinary sense). Thus if F is complete, it is reflexive? 
hence boundedly weakly compact (i.e. F intersects each closed ball in E in a 
weakly compact set). There are two trivial examples of spaces such that E is 
uniformly convex with respect to F: 
(1) E a uniformly convex Banach space, and F any closed subspace; 
(2) E any normed linear space and F = (01, the trivial subspace. In this 
case, CF(T, E) is the well known space C,(r, E) consisting of those .Y E C(T, E) 
vanishing at infinity. 
In addition, there are examples which do not fall into either of these two 
classes, e.g. 
(3) Let E be a normed space which is “uniformly convex in every 
direction” (u.c.e.d.), i.e. uniformly convex with respect to every one dimen- 
sional subspace, and let F be any finite dimensional subspace. 
The fact that E is uniformly convex with respect to Fin this case follows 
from a simple compactnesss argument and the following. 
1.1. LEMMA (Day, James, Swaminathan). E is L~I~OIW~IJ~ comex in the 
direction ofz $f 11 x, 11 < 1, 11 .I’.~ 1) < 1, x, - J-~ -+ AZ and 11 +(x, + yn)/l + 1 
implies AZ = 0. 
The proof of the nontrivial implication is rather tedious and can be found 
in [3]. 
It is known [9] that every separable normed space has an equivalent 
u.c.e.d. norm, while only certain reflexive (viz. superreflexive) Banach spaces 
have an equivalent uniformly convex norm. 
In Section 2 we give some properties of relative Chebyshev centers in 
relatively uniformly convex spaces. Section 3 contains the main results of the 
paper. Here we construct a continuous selection for the metric projection 
which has many “nice” properties (Propositions 3.4 and 3.6). Indeed, in a 
certain sense, a “nicer” selection is probably not available. In Section 4 we 
specialize to the important case when E is any normed space and F = -CO). 
(I.e. X = Cjr, E) and M = C,(r, E). This includes of course the approxima- 
tion of C, by c0 .) In this case the results become much simpler and stronger. 
C,(T, E) is an “M-ideal” in C(T, E) (in the sense of Alfsen and Effros [I]); for 
this particular M-ideal, our results are improvements upon results of 
Fakhoury [5] and Holmes, Scranton, and Ward [7] established for arbitrary 
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M-ideals. We also obtain an answer (Proposition 4.6) to one of the questions 
posed in [7], and a partial answer to another (cf. the Faragraph preceding 
Proposition 4.4). 
2. SOME PROPERTIES 01; RELATIVE CHEBY~HEV- CENTERS 
IN RELATIVELY UNIFORMLY CONVEX SPACES 
The foliowing results, summarized in Lemma 2. I, are obtained by repeating 
almost verbatim known results in the non-relative case (i.e. when F = E). We 
shall produce them here for the sake of completeness. 
P~oqlf The existence of relative Chebyshev centers for A in 1; fohows 
from the bounded weak compactness of F: if J.‘~ E F are such that rl;( j’n , A) 
--> rF(A), then the (~7~) are bounded and we can take a ii-convergent sub- 
sequence .rn, dL(’ JJ, and then for every CI E A vve have I/ c1 - ~3 j << &IJ !I Q - 
Ji‘ 1~ < glJl “JJn ) A) == r,(A), i.e. rF(y, A) .< f,(A) and necessarily r.F(~.i .A.) 
:= I-~(A). (The same argument works for any reflexive subspace F or for 
every \1’“-closed subspace F of a dual space Ej. 
The uniqueness of relative Chebyshev centers follows from (and in fact, is 
equivalent to) the weaker assumption that E is uniform!y convex with respect 
to every one-dimensional subspace of F : if zI , z? are both in Z,(Ajt so is 
q, = +(q c ;J. Choose x, E A with 11 s,, -- zO 11 + I.(I,) ) ,1,) == !.fj-4). Then, 
necessarily, 1~ X~ ~ zi iI ----, rF(A) for i = 1, 2. Let ~2~” = [i/i,,r(A)j(.un - T,! 
Then ‘1 zdili Ii < 1, q” - llaJ7 = [l/rF(A)](zz - zlj and ,I gl’i + 1{?‘” (1= [Z,’ 
?,(A)]~1 x,, ~- zO 1; -> 2 so that E is not uniformly convex in the z-direction. 
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II a - +(Z + H’)i/ = [Yj-(A) + 271 ]I +(x + Js)ii 
which contradicts SUP,,~ /I a - $(z + )v)I~ 3 rF(A). Thus 11 z - 11’ jj < E. 1 
(In fact, the uniform convexity of E with respect to F is also necessary in 
order that A -+ Z,(A) be uniformly continuous on subsets of the unit ball 
of E, cf. [2]). 
2.2. LEMMA. If F is a complete subspace of the plornzed space E and E is 
uniformly conuex with respect to F, then for every nonincreasing net (AJ of 
nonempty bounded sets in E with rF(An) < R for all LX, the net z, = Z,(A,) 
converges. 
ProoJ: We may assume R 3 1. rF(Aa) is nonincreasing and converges to 
some Y 3 0. Let E E (0, 1) be given. If I’ = 0, take IZ with I.~(A,J < +E for 
p > ti and then for y > p > il: and any a E A,, we have 11 zP - z./ /j ,< jj zB - 
a Ij + I/ a - z, // < r,(A,) + r,(A,) < E, so that (z,J is a Cauchy net. 
If I’ > 0, take u: with r,(A,j < r/[l - S,(E/@]. Then for every y > p > a 
and every a E A,. we have 11 CI - z, /I < r,(A,) < rF(Aa), 11 a - z, I/ < rF(AB) < 
r,(A,), so that Ij z, - zV 11 > E implies /[ a - *(za + z,)ll = 3 l](a - zB) + 
(a - GJ d ~.kL)(l - 8A4~~(4)) < I.~(AJU - %EIRN < p < G-MJ, 
which shows I’(&(+ + z,,), A,) < rF(Ay), a contradiction. Therefore 11 zU - z.# 11 
< E for all y > p > 01, and (zJ is a Cauchy net. Since F is complete, (zJ 
converges. 1 
3. THE SELECTION u 
Throughout this section, annless explicitly stated otherwise, T will defzote a 
locally compact noncompact Hausdorff space, E a normed linear space which 
is uniformly comex with respect to a complete subspace F, X = C(T, E), 
M = C,(T, E), P = P,,i , and d(x) = d(x, 144). 
We proceed first to compute the distance d(x), then define the selection crx 
for P-u and study its properties. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. For any subspace F of the nornzed space E and each 
x E x, 
d(x) = inf{r,(x(T\K)) : I< E -X>. 
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Prooj Denote I.(X) = inf{r,(.u(T\K)) : I(E %I. Given any j’ :z fl,i and 
E > 0, take KE X with I] y(t) - y(co)II < E for ail f $ K. Then 
Conversely, given E > 0, take I& E X with I.~(x(T&J) < i’(x) 7 E. Then 
take ):0 E F with Y( ~2~ , x( T\K,)) < I.(X) + E. Let rC, be a compact neighbor- 
hood of & and let f be a continuous function on T satisfying J(KG) = ci G. 
f < 1 =f(T\I(,j. lX,t y(r) = X(t) +f(f)[JJ, - $?)I. Then J’ E 34 (Sill&e 
v(r) = y. off&j and 
Since E was arbitrary, d(x) < r(x). 
The h;?ei of the metric projection P.bI is defined by 
It is easy to see that P-;(O) is a closed and proper “‘cone”, i.e. xx E P&G)) 
whenever s E P;(O) and X > 0. It is usually the case that the kernel of the 
metric projection onto a proximinal, but not Chcbyshev. subspace has an 
interior. In spite of this, we have 
P~oql: It suffices to show that P;:(O) contains no ball centered at some 
.Y E P,;I1(Oj!,{O>. Let 0 < E < 1; x )I and choose I, E T such thar i~ x(f,)l; ‘;- 
1 x ~ - E,‘?. Choose a compact neighborhood K of f, and a continuous 
function f on T satisfying S(T;K) = 0 <f :< 1 =.f(tu). Set Y = s - E.X(ia)f 
[2 11 .r(~,)l~]. Then z E X, z ~ x E C&T, E) C M. and 11 z - .x ‘1 3; E,Z < f 
Fnreher. 
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3.3. DEFINITION. For each s E X, we define 
z(x) = gemx Z,(x( T\,K)). 
By Lemma 2.1, the mapping x E X --, z(x) E F is well-defined, homoge- 
neous, and unformly continuous on bounded sets. 
For each x E X we also define 
(ax)(t) = z(x) if 11 x(t) - z(x)// ,< d(x) 
d(x) 
z(x) + [I - // x(r) - z(x)11  [x(t) - 441 otherwise. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. The mapping G : X+ M is a selection for the metric 
projection PI,., lvhich is idempotent, homogeneous, uniformly continuous on 
bounded sets, and (ifF + E) nonlinear. More precisely: 
(1) ox 6 P,Wx for each x E X; 
(2) 3 g.2 zzz (3. 
(3) u(a) = WT(X) for each scalar ol; 
(4) II 0.x - OY /I < 2 II x - Y II + 2 II 4-4 - z(y)ll ; 
(5) II 0.x - 4XIl < II x - zC~>ll - 4.4; 
(6) (I ox - z(x)\] = (I x - z(x)ll - x E M; 
(7) There are x E X and y E M such that cr(x + y) # ux + uy. 
Proof. (I) Clearly, ax E C(T, E). Given E > 0 choose K E % such that 
rF(x(T\!K)) < d(x) + 3~ and II z(x) - Z,(x(T\K)) 11 < 8~. Then for t $ K we 
have 
/I x(f) - z(x)li < II -u(t) - Z.~X(T\K))II + te 
< rF(x(T\K)) + & < d(x) + E; 
hence /j ox(t) - z(x)11 < E (for if /I x(t) - z(x)11 k d(x), ox(t) = Z(X), other- 
wise // ox(t) - z(x)/1 = II x(t) - z(x)]1 - d(x) < 6). Thus (TX E M. Moreover, 
I] x(t) - ux(t)ll < d(x) for all t (since if 11 x(t) - z(.x)\l < d(x), then ax(t) = 
z(x) by definition; while if 11 x(t) - z(x)11 > d(x), then x(t) - ox(t) = d(x) 
(x(t) - z(x))/11 x(t) - z(x)\\). Thus ox E Px. 
(2) If x E A4, then by (1) (TX E Px = x, i.e. (TX = x. In particular, since 
crx E M by (l), n2x = csx. 
(3) This is immediate from the homogeneity of z(x) and the absolute 
homogeneity of d(x). 
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(5) Since Z(X) E F, it is also in M (regarded as a constant function on 
T : z(x)(t) = z(x)). Hence 11 x - z(x)11 2 d(x). If a.~(t) f z(x), then 
11 ox(t) - z(x)ll = I/ x(t) - z(x)11 - d(x) 
< 11 x - z(x)ll - d(x). 
Thus this inequality holds for all t and (5) is proved. 
(6) If x E M, ux = x and hence 11 GX - z(x)li == 11 x - r(x)]l . Conver- 
sely, if x $ M, then d(x) > 0 and (5) implies 11 ox - z(x)11 < ]I x - z(x)/! . 
(7) Choose any vector e E E\F such that 11 e 11 = 1 = ~!((e, F) and define 
x(t) = e for all t E T. Then 
1 = I/ s 11 3 d(x) = ,Ii$ I/ x - J’ I] = i$ sup lj e - y(t)!1 
fiT 
so d(x) = /I x ]I = 1. Choose any t, E T and choose a continuous function 
f: T--t [0, l] so that f(t,) = 1 and f vanishes off a compact set. Set y = 
(-f) x. Then J’ E A4 (indeed, JJ( co) = 0), CQ’ == J, ux = Z(X) = 0, d(x + 17) = 
d(x) = 1, and :(x t y) = z(x) = 0 imply 
u(x + ~l)(tJ = z(x + y) = 0 f -e 
= ,‘(tJ = ox@,) + uy(to). B 
3.5. Remark. It is not possible in general to choose a linear selection for 
P,Lf . For if it were, then by specializing so that C(T, E) = r, and C,(T, E) = 
c0 (i.e. take T = N, E = W, and F = (O}), it would follow that this selection 
would be a continuous linear projection from (, onto c,, ) hence implying c0 
is complemented in &m ) which is not the case. 
Also, part (7) shows that G is not even “additive module Al”. This is in 
sharp contrast to the metric projection itself which always has this property: 
for each x E X, y E iL4. 
We now show that the selection u satisfies a certain extremal property. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. For ezlery .x E X and t E T, 
]I ax(t) - z(x)11 = min{lj J>(t) - z(x)11 : JJ E P-u). 
In particular, 
I/ GX - z(x)]/ = min{/I 4’ - z(x)11 : 4’ E PSI. 
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Proof. If cx(T) =: z(s) there is nothing to prove. If not, then ,’ G:i(F) - 
s(x:l = Ii -Y(t) - Z(X)li - d(x), while for every J E P.7 l,ve have 
so that 
Thus yr E P.Y. 
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3.8. Remark. We cannot, in general, discard I. E.g. when x(t) = e, 
e E E\F, then Z(X) = P,e and d(x) = d(e, F), so that for every )’ E P-Y we must 
have J(W) = P,e = Z(X). Thus cone(Px - Px) cannot be all of M unless 
F = (01. 
3.9. PROPOSITION. Ifx, Jr E X and y' E PJ~, hen x’ = JJ’ + a(x - y’) E Px 
afzd 11 x’ - J” 11 < 2 // x - y I/ + 2 supV*Epy /Iz(x - y”)11 . In particular, 
PYOOJ: x - X’ == x - y’ - G(X - y’) so that /) x - x’ 11 = d(x - v’) = 
d(.~) and x’ E Px. Also 
11 x’ - J” 11 = (1 a(x - J)‘)Il < II fJ(x - y’) - z(x - y’)ll + II 4.u - 4”)ll 
< 11 X - J” - Z(.U - J”)11 - d(X - <V’) + I/ Z(X - $)/I 
(using 3.4(j)) 
< 11 x - ?” !I + 2 I/ z(x - y’>ll - d(x) 
< /I X - !' 11 + 11 J" - J' 11 + 2 !/ z(x- - J")il - d(X) 
= 11 X - J' 11 + 2 11 Z(.U - J")il -t &J') - d(X) 
< 2 /j s - y 1~ + 2 il z(x - y’)ll 
By symmetry, for each x’ E Px there is JJ’ E Py so that 
11 My’ - J” 11 < 2 // x - y 11 + 2 SUP 11 .(J' - -u")il. 
.vWEPLl 
The last statement in the proposition follows easily from these two inequali- 
ties. 1 
3.10. Remark. The second term in the upper bound for d,(Px, PJJ) cannot 
be dropped in general. For let E be uniformly convex and F be a closed sub- 
space. If we take x(t) = II and y(t) = u for all t, then for each x’ E Px, 
J” E PJ we easily deduce that I’ = PFu, v’(a) = P+, and // x’ - y’ 1) > 
I/ x’(w) - y’(w)/l = 11 P,tr -~ P,tl I( . Thus &(Px, Py) 3 // P,u - P,v 11 . If 
the second term in the upper bound for d,(Px, PJJ) could be dropped, it 
would follow that PF is Lipschitz continuous. But this is false in general 
(cf. Holmes and Kripke [6], example 5). 
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4, THE C,(T, E) CASE AND M-IDEALS 
In this section we specialize the results of Section 3 to the case when E is 
any normed space and F = CO>. That is, we consider approximation in 
C(r, E) by C,,(T. E). the subspace of continuous E-valued functions on T 
vanishing at infinity : s E C,(T, E) iff s E C(z E) and for each c > 0, (t E T : 
1~ s(t)l; > 6) is compact. (We leave to the reader the simple exercise ofspeciali- 
zisg rhe results of this section even futher to obtain the important case of 
approximation in i, by the subspace cO .) 
Proof ( ! ) is a consequence of Proposition 3.1 since 
(2) is a particular case of Proposition 3.7 and its proof. 
(3) is a particular case of Proposition 3.9 In order to see that the 
constant 2 is best possible, take any e E E with )I e ,I = I, 5x i, E T and a 
compact neighborhood I< of t, . and choosejE C(T, R) :o satisfyf(T‘,K) == 
0 GJf :G 1 =f(t,,j. Set .x(t) == [f(t) + +] e, l’(t) = 2fs(r) e. Then .Y E X. 
.I! c M, 1’ r - y (1 = 4, d(x) = 3, x’(t) ==f(t) e is in Px, but 
(4) The Hausdorff continuity follows from (3), while the lower semi- 
continuity follows from lower Hausdorff-semicontinuity which, in turn, 
fo‘ollows from Hausdorff continuity (cf. [S], [4]). To show that P is not upper 
semicontinuous at any point x E x\M, it sufices (by [4]. Theorem 1) to show 
that Px is not compact. But if Px were compact, so would be P.u - PX 
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which, by (2) contains the ball in M of radius &I(X). Thus M must be finite 
dimensional which is not the case. 
(5) follows from Proposition 3.2. u 
Observe that the same argument which proved 4.1(4), combined with a 
previously mentioned result of Holmes, Scranton, and Ward [7], shows that 
4.1(4) is validfor eveq- M-ideal M in an arbitrary normed linear space X. 
We also obtain 
4.2. COROLLARY. ;i’he elements ir? X = C(T, E) which attain their norm 
form a dense set in X. 
Proof By 4.1(5), it suffices to show that if x E C(T, E) does not attain its 
norm, then .Y E P;:(O). Fix any t, E T. Since 11 .u(t,,)ll < 11 x Jj , for each compact 
set K E Z, there exists t I$ I< such that )I x(t)j) > I/ x(t,)ll . Hence sup,+, 
I/ x(t)11 > )I x(t,)JI implies that 
Since t, E T was arbitrary, d(x) > (/ x I( and hence x E P;(O). 1 
Holmes, Scranton, and Ward [7] had proved the analogue of Corollary 4.2 
when X = g(H), the bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let T, X, M, P, and d(x) be as in Propositiorz 4.1. Then 
the function o dejked on X by: 
(ax)(t) = 0 if I( x(t)11 < d(x) 
= 1 otherwise, 
has the following properties: 
(1) (T is a homogeneous election for the metric projection P; 
(2) o satisjies the Lipschitz condition /I (TX’ - uy jl < 2 )I x - y I/ , and 
2 is the best constant; 
(3) 1)0x/j ,<il.uII--d(x),andiloxll =/jxIIiff.x~M; 
(4) G is minimal in norm, i.e. 11 ox 11 = rnin{)l~j1/ : y E P-x} for each 
x E X. This even holds pointwise, i.e. I/ ax(t)/1 = min{l/ ~~(t)ii : 4’ E RX) for each 
x E X, t E T; 
(5) o is not additive; in j&t, G is Ilot even additive module M, i.e. these 
exist x E X and p E M with u(x + y) f GX -+ cry. 
ProoJ: The only addition to the results of Section 3 in this particular case 
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is the second statement in (2). But this follows from the same exampie we 
used in Proposition 4.1(Y): the .Y’ there is just KY. 
Some of the results of Proposition 4.1, as well as the existence of a selection, 
for P having certain desirable properties, follow from the general theory of 
“M-i&als”. Recall that a closed subspace IV of a Banach space X is caiied 
an A4--i&iea/ if there is a (linear) projection Q of X* onto the annihilator M- 
of n/p in X* such that 11 X* 11 = ~1 Qs* /) + 1; .x4’ - Q.x+’ ‘! for all X” E X*. i.e 
&JL is an L-summand in X*. (For the definitions, properties, and characterize- 
tion of M-ideals, see Alfsen and Effros [I].) 
Fakhoury [5] gave a I?onconstructive proof, using Michael’s selection 
theorem. of the existence of a continuous homogenous selection for the 
metric projection -iD,,,[ onto an -M-ideal M in X. Holmes, Scranton, and Ward 
[7] proved that if 121 is an M-ideal in X, then &(I’,+:, P;,J,) < 2 11 x -- 2.3 i/
for all s, y in X and span P,,s = AJ for every s E Xjn/(. They asked “for 
which M-ideals lzrl is it true that &l(O) has no interior?’ They showed th;s 
to be the case for cU C FZ and the compact operators g;(H) C .9(H) on a 
Hiibert space N (and false for “‘M-summands”). A partia: answer to their to 
their question is given by 4.1(5) and the following proposition. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. co6(r, E) is an M-ideal in c(T, E). 
P~-ol?f: if we want to avoid representation theorems for G(T. E)*, we may 
use the following characterization of &I-ideals by the “3-ball property” 
[I] : For each .yl , xp , x3 , .Y in X, E, r1 , i’$ ? r3 > 0, and )‘I ~ yt 1 ~2;~ in il. with 
1; s; - jsi // < ri - E, /I xi - .Y 11 < ri - E (i = 1. 2, 3), there is a y E 114 with 
1’ x, - jr ~1 < ri (i = 1, 2, 3). 
Indeed, take a compact set KC T such that / J~(;)\~ < E off K. and then 
11 si(t)il < ri off K. Take a compact neighborhood .KI of K and f E: C(T) with 
f(T\K,) = 0 <f < 1 =f(K). Let j>(r) =S(t) s(r), Then y E &I and 11 -yi - J’ :I 
< I’< (i = 1, 2, 3). 
We note that the results in 4.1 and 4.3 are stronger than those obtained by 
using M-ideal theory, and their proofs are elementary. Moreover, the results 
of Section 3 do not follow from the M-ideal theory, as can be seer, by 
comparing Re~?za& 3.10 above and Theorem 2 of [7], or directly from 
4.5. PROPOSITION. (1) If the Stone-tech compact$cation of T, /IT, is no: 
ihe one-mint compactification T 
nnd onl; $F = (0); 
*, then C,(T, E) is ar? M-idea! i.v G(T, Ej iJ 
(2) Jf pT = T* and E isjnite-dirnensionai, then C,(T? E) is ar? M-ideal 
in C(T, E) if and only ifF is an M-ideal in E. In the general case, ?y C,(T. E) is 
a~ M-ideal iul C(T, E), then F is an M-ideal in E. 
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PE.ooJ: (1) The “if” part was proved in Proposition 4.4. For the other 
half, take z, E F with 11 to I/ = 1, and q1 f q2 in ,BT\T*. Choose any continuous 
j : /?JT\T” + [-I, l] withi = -1 < , 2 < 1 = g’(q,). By Tietze’s theorem 
we can extend g” to a continuous function g : T + [- 1, 11. Let xl(t) = 
g(t) zo, x,(t) = k(t) + 11 z, , x3(t) = [g(t) - 11 z. , yl(t) = 0, yp(f) = r. ,and 
ys(t) = -z, . Then for every 0 < E < 1, ]I xi - yi I] < 1 + E and )/ xi - x1 /j 
<l+~(i=-1,2,3).Butif~~FsatisfiesI/x~--l~<l+~(i=2,3),we 
must have 11 22, - y(a)l] < 1 + E and 1122, + y(a)lj < 1 + E; hence 
4 = jj 4zoII < 2 + 2~ < 4, a contradiction. 
(2) In this case C(T, E) = C(/lT, E). The annihilator of C,(T, E) is 
F% i.e. the FL-valued point measures at co, and this is an L-summand in 
C(< i)* = the E*-valued measures on T* if and only if F’- is an L-summand 
in E”, i.e. iff F is an M-ideal in E. 
If F is not an M-ideal in E, take e, , e, , e3 in E, g, , g, , g, in F, and r1 , 
r2 , r3 , E > 0 which fails the 3-ball property and consider the constant 
functions x,(t) = ej , yj(f) = gj in C(T, E) and C,(T, E). respectively, which 
fails the 3-ball property. i 
Holmes, Scranton, and Ward [7] asked “When does the following equation 
hold: 
They showed this to be case for the A4-ideal of compact operators G!?(H) in 
S’(H) and the M-ideal cg in C, . (They also claimed that (*) fails for “hf- 
summands.“) 
We answer their question by proving that (*) a/n~y.s holds. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. If X is any normed hear space and A4 any proximinal 
subspace, then (*) holds. 
Proof Take any y E hi\(O) and any x E P;(O) with 11 x // == 1. If y E P,x, 
let z = oly, where a: = sup@ 3 0 : /3y E P,\{x) > 1. Then t E P,,,ls (since 
P,Lfx is closed), hence 0 E P&x - z), d(x - z, M) = d(x, M) = 1, and thus 
1)x-~~))==l.Ify~P,&x-~),then 
~1 E P,\[x - z = P,x - ay implies (1 + 01) y 6 Pnrx 
which contradicts the choice of (?I. Thus y Ff P&x - r). i 
In the proof we actually showed that if y E M\,(O), then there exist x1 ? xg 
in PI&O), I/ x1 I/ = 11 xe /I = 1, such that 1’ 6 Phfxl n Plbfx2 . In some cases, we 
may even take xZ = -x1 . Indeed, taking X = (R x R), , hf = IR x (01, 
and x = (1, I), we get P,x n P&-x) = (0). 
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A natural question then is : For which proximinal subspaces M of a 
normed space X is it true that there exists an x E P;:(O): ii x /I = I, such that 
P&,X n P,& - x) = {O> ?
The answer is clearly affirmative if M is a Chebyshev subspace or even 
if some point in X\,M has a unique best approximation in M. Indeed, the 
following result is a complete characterization. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. Let M be a prosirninal rubspace of a normed space X. 
The fo!iawirg are equivalent for an element I E P&J(@) !;,ith ,I x 1 = ! : 
(1) P&X n P,\&.Y) = {O): 
(4 x is a relatively: M-extreme point of the w?it ball iti 2.. i.e. x is mt he 
nlidpoint of a line segwerrt irz the unit ball whici~ is paraliei to M. 
ProojY (1) =- (2). If (2) fails, we can write x = h( jlr + y2), where /’ 1‘2 I/ :< I 
and ?’ == JS1 - J.‘~ E M\,{O)-. By replacing yi , y by y; = $(;;; + x) and j? z 
J.; - J%; if necessary, we may assume that I( x & J’ I/ < I and hence J’ E BLPy r\ 
P,t.,(--x). Thus (1) fails. 
In particular, the question aiso has an aRknative answer whenever the 
set ext B(x) n P,;;(O) is nonempty. (Here ext B(X) denotes the set of extreme 
points of the unit bail in A’.) As a corollary of this remark, we obtain 
ProojI Let e E ext B(E) and x(t) == e for all ;. Since ,( x 1, = i 2nd djx, $1) 
== I, .K E P:(O). Thus it suffices to show .Y E ext B(X). If not, there exists 
J’ E X:(0] such that I/ x f 1’ 1~ < 1. Then 1; 4’ !/ < 1 and !I e 3 ~(r)ls c< I for all t. 
Since e is extreme, y(t) = 0 for all t, a contradiction. 
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